“Patients must be at the top of our agenda”

An interview with the Chair of the BDA Health and Science Committee Dr Graham Stokes, London.

In November, experts and researchers from around the UK met in London for a summit organised by the British Dental Association to discuss what dentistry can do to address the problem of antimicrobial resistance. Dental Tribune UK had the opportunity to speak with Dr Graham Stokes, Chair of the BDA Health and Science Committee and one of the initiators of the summit, about its outcomes and implications for the profession.

Dentists overall feel that they prescribe antibiotics to a minimal extent compared with other fields. They also perceive that pressure from patients sometimes influences whether and how antibiotics are prescribed, even when other treatments seem to be more appropriate. That is why we need a co-ordinated approach to ensure that there is enough time for dentists to treat patients properly, particularly those who come in unscheduled with an emergency. Such care needs to be appropriately funded as well.

One of the aims of the summit was to compile a consensus report to present at the BDA’s next annual congress in Manchester. How far have you come with this endeavour, and what were the main points agreed on by most participants?

Obviously, there was a wide-ranging discussion on all of the topics and information presented to us. One of the recommendations was that dentists should have properly funded protected emergency slots in their daily work. We also need systems in place to protect dentists when complaints arise after they have performed a treatment that they believed was the appropriate one. Furthermore, it would be beneficial for dentists to monitor their own prescribing patterns so they can ensure the best care for their patients.

It is also important that we inform the public and our patients about antimicrobial resistance and encourage dentists to discuss their antibiotic-prescribing policy with their patients as early as possible. In order to do this, we need to ensure that graduates receive good knowledge of antibiotic prescription through their training and that they know how to translate this knowledge into practice.

Leadership from the Department of Health is needed in co-ordinating all of these efforts to avoid repetition in different areas.

What will be the next steps to translate these recommendations into practice?

The overriding approach should one of education for the profession, our patients and the public with regard to antimicrobial resistance and working together with the commissioning bodies to ensure that patient care is put first.

What is the role of the dental profession in the fight against antimicrobial resistance in the future?

In dentistry, we need to ensure that we always provide our patients with the appropriate treatment. As we have regular contact with the public, we also have to educate them about the wider issues of antimicrobial resistance. By working together with our colleagues in medicine, dentists could play a key role in combating this significant problem, which we must all be aware of and take responsibility for.

Thank you very much for the interview.